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PLO LADIES: . , pee 
, — .BROWN’S TRON BITTERS is peculiaily adapted 

as a thorough tonic for females. lron to the physical composition is a 
necessity, In this connection we would add, that’a leading Medical 
Professor recently speaking of the preparations of Ironsaid: ~~ - 

! “The preparauons of /yoz which are termed in medicine as 
Ferruginous or Chalybeate, are by far the most tmportant of all 
temics—m fact, there is no tonic, either mineral or vegetable, 
which meets so many requirements of man. J 

Besides the local fonzc effect that /vonz is bound to produce, 
and the general corroborant act‘on on the cerebro-spinal system 
which it possesses, it exercises a vestorative znfluence on the 
state of the blood by increasing the number of its coloring 
particles and the amount of the solid constituents. 

Iron is, in fact, a xatural constituent of the blood, and is to 
be considered as a zecesszty m enlivening this the stream of life. 

. The effects of /roz are best seen in conditions of the system in 
which there is a relative want of activity in the nerves ‘and 
gmeuscies.. Under its use the blood becomes richer, the digestive 
organs are promoted, the pulse beconies fuller and stronger, 
the skin assumes a healthy tint, the lips and cheeks grow more 
jiorid, the temperature of the body ts increased, and the mus- 
cular strength greatly tnvigorated. es 

- ‘The red corpuscles of the dlood, which are increased by the use 
of Iron, act as garners of Oxygen, which they take up from the 
“qrispired air of the lungs; and it is now generally conceded that 
.lrontaken upin the blood corpuscles converts Oxy gen into Ozone, - 
a much more active power than Oxygen, and one that is.con- 
sidered as the g7eatest destroyer of poisons in the system. 

The diseases in which Iron is especially serviceable are those 
‘which come from want of richness in the blood, strength in the 
muscles and tone in the nerves,*such as Weakness, Inactivity, 
Depression, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indigestion. Neuralgia, 
Hysteria, and all other diseases so distressing to ladies,”’ 

With such medical authority the use of Iron cannot be toostrongly urged. 
-Physicians for a long time have conceded that Iron was absolutely nec- 
essary, but the trouble has been that it seemed impossic. repare it so 
that it would have no injurious effects.. Each new discov . d 
with delight by the medical profession, only to be thrown aside ... 
time asa failure, and it was.not until the discovery of Brown’s | Ron Bit1 ERs, 
that Iron was so prepared that it would readily and thoroughly assimilate 
with the blood and would not blacken the teeth, cause headache, con- 
stipation or other evil effects caused by every other iron preparation. 
Brown’s [Ron Bitters is made only by the Brown Chemical Company, 
of Baltimore, Md., and contains no whiskey or other injurious ingredients. 

Get the genuine, which “is for sale by all respectable dealers ‘in 
medicines, price, $1.00 a bottle, 

BROWN CHEMICAL CO. 
Baltimore.  


